
What Does it Mean to 
Be a Leader?

Unit 1 - Lesson 1



What does leadership mean?
Leadership has been of interest to historians and 
philosophers since ancient times, but scientific studies 
began in the twentieth century.

Defining leadership has been a complex problem 
because of the complex nature of leadership…

● Some suggest that leadership is nothing more 
than a romantic myth

When times are tough, people may look to a grand, 
heroic type of leader to alleviate fear and uncertainty

● In recent years, this view has been challenged



A leadership story...
A group of workers and their leaders are set with the task of clearing a road 
through a dense jungle on a remote island to get to the coast where and 
estuary provides a perfect site for a port. The leaders organize the labour into 
efficient units and monitor the distribution and use of capital assets - progress 
is excellent. The leaders continue to monitor and evaluate progress, making 
adjustments along the way to ensure the progress is maintained and 
efficiency increased wherever possible.

Then, one day amidst all the hustle, bustle, & activity, one person climbs up a 
nearby tree. The person surveys the scene from the top of the tree and shouts 
down to the assembled group: “Wrong Way!”



Management is doing things 
right, leadership is doing the 

right things (Warren Bennis & Peter Drucker)



Think: What are the differences between 
leadership, management, and supervision?

Pair: Turn to an elbow partner and discuss

Share: ... with the class



SO WHAT IS
LEADERSHIP?
Some might say it is….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18UVXW-x2_8


What are critical skills & characteristics of a good 
leader?
a) In your groups, using the large post its & markers in 

front of you, brainstorm skills, qualities, & character 
traits that someone from Generation Y & Z will need 
in order to be a good leader?

b) When you’re done, please place them on the 
blackboard.



c) Can you organize the post its into groups? Or 
themes? If so, how?
T: What qualities/ skills/ traits do 
you have the most of? What 
column are you identifying with 
most?

P: Turn to an elbow partner & 
discuss

S: Feel like sharing?



Good
Vs.

Bad
Leaders

… is humble
… influences
… is democratic
… stimulates
… serves others
… listens
… inspires
… empowers
… supports
… is courageous
… fixes problems
… shows how it’s done

… is arrogant
… commands
… is authoritarian
… oppresses
… self serving
… talks
… discourages
… blames
… abandons
… is weak
… places blame for probs
… knows how it’s done





lead·er·ship
noun

… can influence

… can create relationships

… intend real change that reflect their shared purposes

What is leadership to you? 

Define leadership in your own words.



Leadership:
… Involves INFLUENCE:

● It occurs among people
● Those people intentionally desire significant changes
● The changes reflect purposes shared by leaders & followers

Influence means that the relationship among people is not passive; it is 
multidirectional and non coercive.

… Is RECIPROCAL:

● Superiors influence subordinates
● Subordinates also influence superiors



Leadership:
… involves creating CHANGES which reflects the PURPOSES leaders and 
followers share.  
● Leaders influence others to unite around a common vision.

... is a PEOPLE ACTIVITY, distinct from administrative paperwork or planning. 
● It occurs among people; it is not something done to people
● Since leadership involves people, there must be followers.

Good leaders know how to follow and set an example for others.  

Leadership is shared among leaders and followers, with everyone fully 
engaged and accepting higher levels of responsibility.



Never tell people how to do 
things. Tell them what to do 
and they will surprise you with 
their ingenuity.

- George S. Patton



Is a musician or athlete who is an expert 
considered a leader?  

Discussion Question:



CONSIDERATIONS
The ability to 
influence the 
behaviour of others
toward the 
accomplishment of a 
goal or task

Leadership is a 
process.  As 
situations change,
roles and 
behaviours of 
leaders and 
followers also
change.

While leadership demands no 
specific age,
gender, ethnicity, religion, or 
political affiliation,
you learn that these elements 
may influence an
individual's leadership style.


